It is shown that the probability of receiving light from an object viewed through a turbulent atmosphere follows a normal Gaussian distribution.
INTRODUCTION
One of several factors determining the form of the image of a distant object is the time varying distortion caused by inhomogenities in the refractive index of the atmosphere. As is well known, the shimmer of distant objects is caused by spatial and temporal variations in the index of refraction of rising columns of hot air, with the resulting disturbance of the propagated electromagnetic radiation. This disturbance causes time varying distortion of the image and loss of fine detail.
This phenomenon is of particular interest to the geodesist, because it limits the precision with which a telescope can be pointed at a distant . 1 object , and to the astronomer, because it blurs the images of the stars and limits his resolving power.
Experiments on time varying characteristics of optical transmission through an inhoraogeneous atmosphere have been made by Riggs, Mueller, Graham, and Mote , who found that for a path length of several hundred meters the average apparent instantaneous displacement of a point on a target was greater than 3 seconds of arc with a maximum displacement of 9 seconds. The instantaneous displacements of points separated by more than 5 minutes of arc were uncorrelated.
Some of the time varying characteristics of the shimmer effect are slow enough to be discernable to the eye, but much of the effect is so rapid that The validity of the gecmetrical optics approximation of a particular case can be ascertained by the value of the quantity a a /A r. where <\, is a representative size of a turbulent element, \ is the wave length of light, and r is the distance from the turbulence to the observer.
If 0-/\\r » / the geometrical optics approximation is valid.
For a slit of width "a" the size of the diffraction pattern is equal to the geometric image of the slit when a.*/^*-= l. Thus, the criterion above is seen to be plausible.
The problem of transmission through an inhomogenecus medium has been treated by (using the geometrical optics approximation) Bergmann and
Chandrasekhar . The results of this paper are consistent with some of those of Chandrasekhar but are derived from less restrictive assumptions.
For an investigator interested in image transmission the distortion property of an inhomogeneous medium is usefully described in tarms of the distortion of a point source. More, precisely, let a given point in the object space be designated by the pair of direction components C^x, % ) , 3 Booker, H. G., and Gordon, VJ. E., "Outline of a. theory of radio scattering in the troposphere," J. Geophys. Res. 5_5_, 241 (1950) . Bergmann, P. G., "Propogation of radiation in a medium with random inhomogeneities, "Phys. Rev. 7_0, 486 (1946). 5 Chandrasekhar, S., "A statistical basis for the theory of stellar scintillation," Monthly Not. Roy. Astron. Soc. 112, 475 (1952) .
and let the point be assigned a unit isotropic radiance. The exact form of (^x, ^3) will be given later. If the distortion action of the medium changes sufficiently rapidly over an interval of time, the successive images C^x, %) of (Y* , Ty) appear essentially as a continuum of points (a blur) in the image space. For the purposes of this discussion, a function where 'Y is the object space, namely the collection of all directions (Vx, T«J) . Since the location of the observer is held fixed throughout the entire discussion, the location symbol x has been suppressed in the radiance function notation (ordinarily written N(.£ t </x, ^,) ") .
In the following discussion attention is given tc the statistics of the deviations undergone by a ray traversing a path between a point source and a screen some distance away. Because of an optical reciprocity law this derivation applies equally well to an extended field of view, from which light is received by a 'point' receiver such as an eye or a lens.
METHOD OF APPROACH
A theoretical treatment for transmission through any inhcmogeneous medium* has been evolved which is based on the following considerations:
The path of sight is assumed to lie within a (spatially and temporally) uniformly turbulent medium made up of uncorrelated optically inhomogeneous regions with dimensions small compared.to the distance through which the ray travels. Each light ray undergoes a large number of deflections. Only snail angle deflections need be considered. Using only these assumptions we may consider the following. of ? 1 falls on TT' a distance x.± away from Q." As the ray continues along its path from P 1 it will undergo further deflections. V.'hen its direction has been changed through another angle whose projection in the plane of the figure is of the same magnitude c* , P 2 is projected on the screen, where it falls a distance x away from the projection of P .
^Including the oceans and other bodies of water, wherein refractive inhomogenities may result from suspensoids, including transparent planktonic organisms, in addition to any inhomogenitie3 of the water itself.
In the same way the remainder of the path of the ray is divided up into segments representing equal angles of deviation 04 , and the projection of each endpoint P i is mapped onto the screen TT'. Finally x. will be the xdistance on TT' of the projection of P n from the projection of P where P n-l p n is tne l ast mch path segment traversed by the ray before it strikes the screen. No generality is lest if P n is taken to lie on TT», Since the distance over p i p i+ -^ is large compared to the dimensions of the centers of turbulence, it follows that the curvature of the ray between P. and P. + , is uncorrelated with its curvature during its past or future history so that the directions of projected path segments are uncorrelated.
The magnitude of x. can be found in the following way, using the small angle assumption. If D i is thy distance from P. to TT' , then x. = D^c< . For a large number n of deflections, the value of DJ will approach an average value given by (n -i) d^., where d is the average distance between P.. and PjL + , . Then Xj^ <=» (n-i)oid . The algebraic sign associated with any particular x^ has equal probability of being + or -. It can then be seen that the distance from the point Q to the point P n can be found by summation over all the x^'s with the appropriate sign 3.
Because the x^'s are uncorrelated, they can be considered to be the steps in a one dimensional random walk: Let x^ the last of the t'sbe the (signed) length of the first step in the random walk, x, the length of the second and so on. Therefore absolute magnitude of the jth step will be Votct % j=/ ,,. /£.
•
The size of the steps in this one dimensional random walk thus increase linearly with each step. is finite for every j and define; Z* 3 as:
Then if the condition l^^jT^VVcn^Ois satisfied, the result is that the sum oc = %? s , X j is asymptotically normal.
This can be applied to the case of the above random walk in the following way:
For large n:
and, end thus the hypothesis cf Liapounoff's theorem is satisfied.
Hence it is shown that a contiuum of rays starting vrith a given initial direction and which traverse a mediae whose optical properties are uniformly turbulent will give rise to a continuum of terminal points on the target plane such th&t the density of the points projected onto the x-axis follows a normal distribution.
Since I" = OoL.
we may write alternatively (T:\t) -<**>~3/3d x for fixed <* .
Thus the sproad of the Gaussian probability distribution increases as the 3/2 power of r. !!e now introduce the angular variable r x =* x/r. In termc of j x , the spread of the probability distribution P r (S^) is proportional to \r " 3 . The normalized Gaussian probability distribution with root mean square deviation given by <rx">-
The above derivation may be extended to the two-dimensional case. The new derivation is similar in all details to the former. In particular the sar.ie angle c< is used.. However, the projections of all ray segments are now onto the y-axis in the plane TT 1 , and in general a new average distance dy must be introduced. The result is:
In general the two-dimensional probability distribution is of the form:
where /-> is the' correlation coefficient between P r ( Y X ) and P r ( j^ ). we have
The foregoing formulas give the probability that the terminal point P R on TT" of a light ray aimed along P 0 Q lies in the direction (%<-j % ) as seen from P Q . By tracing the light ray in the opposite direction, these formulas admit the following interpretation: they give the probability that the In this context we can say that the target *%. has a contrast Or with respect to its background ifc. In accordance with the general definition of contrast, the time-averaged apparent contrast function Cy necessarily has the form: From this we immediately deduce the g neral facts that
and the handy rule of thumb for very small targets of area Q. and arbitrary shape:
This points up among other things an inverse-cube decay of C r with range r.
This relation may be used to explain in simple terms the loss of fine detail on targets as the observer-target distance is increased. For by subdividing the given target into sufficiently small elements each of area <3-, (6) will describe the time-averaged contrast of the element against its background consisting of the remainder of the target area. Now while the flux from the element falls off at a rate proportional to V , the contrast (and hence the detectabiiity) of the element falls off at a rate proporticna] to r*~ .In short, fine detail on a receding target is lost at a greater rate than the flux from the entire target. As a consequence, the detail on a target is lost from view sooner than the target itself. fixed, and 2a is !:nown for each bar, 4 can then be determined.
WQ observe finally that before using the graph in Figure 6 the measured values C r (0,0) must be corrected to remove the reduction effect on the contr<isT induced by the scattering and absorption mechanisms of the atmosphere. 0.
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